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Background 

The body of this dissertation focuses on benefit-risk assessment in diagnostic radiology 

guideline development. We look specifically at structuring and making more transparent the 

role of expert consensus in evidence-based practice guidelines like those developed by the 

American College of Radiology (ACR).  

While several frameworks for structured benefit-risk assessment for pharmaceutical 

products are available, their applicability in guiding guideline development of diagnostic 

imaging is not well characterized.2 The most prominent are the (BRAT) Benefit-Risk Action 
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Team and ProACT-URL (Problem, Outcomes, Alternatives, Consequence and Tradeoffs 

Uncertainty Risk and Linked decisions) frameworks. The six steps of the BRAT framework 

include, (1) defining the decision context (selecting stakeholder perspective and time 

horizon); (2) identifying benefit and risk outcomes visually with use of a value tree (one 

branch exploding all benefits and the other, all harms); (3) identifying data sources and 

creating a data source table; (4) tuning or customizing the framework, i.e. aligning 

outcomes in value tree criteria with outcomes for which data are available; (5) assessing 

the importance or weight of each outcome under consideration; (6) and displaying or 

communicating the metrics using visual and tabular formats. Likewise, the PrOACT-URL 

decision-making framework comprises five core elements (Problem, Outcomes, Alternatives, 

Consequences and Tradeoffs) and three elements relevant to evolving or volatile settings: 

Uncertainty, Risk attitude, and Linked decisions.3  

The ACR expert panels follow a structured process in developing appropriateness criteria 

(AC) but do not employ a benefit-risk framework.4-7 In many cases benefit-risk assessment 

is limited to comparing the diagnostic accuracy of a test against test procedural risks (e.g., 

exposure to radiation, invasiveness). Unlike endpoints of pharmaceutical product trials, the 

endpoint of diagnostic accuracy does not easily fit within the benefit-risk framework and 

needs to be translated into other endpoints. Endpoints that are easily identified as benefits 

or risks — effects of test information on the provider, on patient management, and on the 

patient — are rarely known. It is for this reason that the ACR AC are developed using a 

combined approach, relying in part on the body of evidence, and in part on expert 

consensus.8 However, the ACR AC lack key framework elements that ensure the transparent 

contribution of expert consensus: making explicit relevant benefits and risks, their 

prioritization and respective data sources or lack thereof.  

Independently, several frameworks for assessing the value of diagnostic imaging are 

available.9-12 These frameworks are of limited value in this setting as few new studies are 
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conducted specifically to inform clinical guideline development. At the same time, there are 

calls for expanding the way imaging tests are valued.13 Lee et al. proposed a three 

dimensional value framework (medical, psychic, and planning) for health technology 

assessment, proposing that the value of diagnostic tests may be underestimated in cost-

effectiveness analyses that limit the scope to medical impacts.9 Staub et al. promote 

inclusion of patient management measures as proxies for patient health outcomes.14,15 

Otero et al. discuss the lack of inclusion in cost-utility analyses of intrinsic value elements 

(non-clinical impacts of test information), similar to the Lee et al. psychic and planning 

dimensions but incorporating both provider and patient intrinsic value.16 Bossuyt and 

McCaffery present a framework incorporating dimensions independent of clinical outcome 

(emotional, social, cognition, behavior) with incomplete overlap with Otero’s and Lee’s.17 

Chapter 1. Toward a Framework for Benefit Risk Assessment in Diagnostic 

Imaging: Identifying Scenario-Specific Criteria 

In the first paper, we work toward creating a unified framework incorporating elements of 

structured benefit-risk and elements of diagnostic imaging frameworks. To address the 

question of clearly defined criteria, we abstract from the literature measures of diagnostic 

imaging value and translate these into benefit-risk criteria (BRC). To further refine the BRC, 

we cross-reference our literature findings by surveying radiologist and non-radiologist 

perceptions of the benefits and risks in diagnostic radiology. Within the survey, we 

operationalize the initial broad list of BRC across four clinical use case scenarios. For each 

use case, we compare BRC selections between radiologists and non-radiologists. We arrive 

at thirty six criteria, organized into three domains: 1) those that account for differences 

among tests, attributable only to the test or device (n=17); 2) those that account for 

clinical management and provider experience effects (n=12); and 3) and those that 

measure distant, less direct effects of imaging tests on patients (n=7). Our results suggest 

that radiologist considerations do not dramatically differ from those of non-radiologists but 
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the addition of non-radiologist selections may help guideline developers reach the goal of a 

broader set of priorities. These results can inform future hypotheses and studies of effects 

of increased clinical diversity on guideline quality and adoption. 

Chapter 2. A Proposed Approach for Quantitative Benefit-Risk Assessment in 

Diagnostic Radiology Guideline Development: The American College of Radiology 

Appropriateness Criteria Example 

In the second paper, we continue building a framework for benefit-risk assessment with a 

critical appraisal of quantitative benefit-risk assessment (QBRA) methodology. As there is 

only limited guidance on method selection and it is not clear whether these methods are 

well suited to the clinical guideline development process, further exploration of the potential 

for benefit-risk methodology to meet the needs of the ACR AC process is warranted.18-20 

Thus, we review the benefit-risk methodology literature and propose several steps for 

selection of comparators and criteria. These steps include investigation of weak evidence 

and disagreement. We identify a set of benefit-risk methods addressing one or more of 

these needs and build a decision aid for selecting among these methods. Our results 

suggest there is opportunity to use multi-criteria decision analysis and incremental net 

health benefit methods for some decision problems the ACR faces when creating AC ratings. 

The process leading to the decision aid facilitates transparent contribution of expert opinion 

to ratings. Since the structure of the decision aid is based on clinicians’ input but also 

requires the skills of methods experts, the decision aid represents a key component to 

uniting clinical experts and methodologists. 

Chapter 3. Analytic Hierarchy Process for Prioritizing Imaging Tests in Diagnosis of 

Suspected Appendicitis 

In the third paper, to complement inclusion of QBRA in the framework, we evaluate 

empirically one of the QBRA methods for use in guideline development. There is prevailing 
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skepticism that regulatory approval and clinical guideline decision-making is far too 

complicated, and too multi-dimensional for quantitative methods.21 To investigate this 

position further, we compare the results of a multi-criteria decision analysis approach, 

analytic hierarchy process, evaluating computed tomography against magnetic resonance 

imaging and ultrasound for classic presentation of suspected appendicitis, to the ACR AC 

ratings. We ask those who participated whether the process is manageable, transparent, 

and improves shared-understanding of the decision problem. This is, to our knowledge, the 

first study to show that a quantitative method produces comparable results to ratings of 

ACR AC guidelines and that this QBRA was found, among study participants, to facilitate 

shared understanding and transparency.  

Conclusions 

Structured benefit-risk assessment promises to improve the transparency of the 

contribution of expert consensus to clinical guideline development in diagnostic radiology. In 

this body of work, we propose a step-wise process resembling existing benefit-risk 

frameworks, but tailored to the unique needs of diagnostic radiology and demonstrate the 

feasibility of these recommendations. Specifically, we provide a systematic approach to 

selection of benefits and risks in evaluating the value of diagnostic imaging. We show that 

diversity of participants in selection of BRC expands the decision problem and suggests that 

a comprehensive definition of value is best accomplished using a multi-disciplinary 

perspective. Likewise, we reduce the number of QBRA for ACR to consider and provide 

guidance for when and how to use QBRA. Lastly, we demonstrate that MCDA can add 

transparency to a process like the ACR AC guideline development. Future work will entail 

field testing the BRC, the decision aid for QBRA selection as well as the QBRA in a setting 

like the ACR AC. 
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ABSTRACT  

Abstract Word Count: 251 (including headings) 

INTRODUCTION 

It is unclear whether recent calls for expanding the way imaging tests are valued have 

reached clinical guideline development as the trade-offs in clinical guidelines are rarely 

made explicit. We describe initial steps toward the creation of a benefit-risk framework for 

diagnostic radiology. 

METHODS 

After a literature search to identify and collect risks and benefits relevant to diagnostic 

imaging tests, we performed an online survey of physicians to select these trade-off criteria. 

We operationalized the initial broad list of BRC across four clinical use case scenarios that 

vary in clinical decision context. The selected BRC were compared across clinical scenarios 

and between radiologists and non-radiologists. 

RESULTS 

Thirty-six BRC were identified in the literature and organized into three domains: 1) those 

that account for differences among tests, attributable only to the test or device (n=17); 2) 

those that account for clinical management and provider experience effects (n=12); and 3) 

and those that measure distant, less direct effects of imaging tests on patients (n=7). 

Participants selected twenty-two criteria from the initial list in the survey (9 -11 per case). 

Selected BRC differed only between fundamentally different clinical scenarios, and were 

similar within comparable cases and between radiologists and non-radiologists. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The results of our study suggest that there are differences in BRC across different clinical 

scenarios, and that imaging tests can be judged by more than diagnostic accuracy or 

potential for ionizing-radiation exposure. We propose a BRC list to ensure consistent 

examination of these differences among tests, even when evidence is sparse.

INTRODUCTION 

Several frameworks for assessing the value of diagnostic imaging have been proposed.1-4 

There have also been calls for expanding the way imaging tests are valued.5 Lee et al. 

proposed a three dimensional value framework (medical, psychic, and planning) for health 

technology assessment, proposing that the value of diagnostic tests may be underestimated 

in cost-effectiveness analyses that limit the scope to medical impacts.1 Staub et al. promote 

inclusion of patient management measures as proxies for patient health outcomes.6,7 Otero 

et al. discuss the lack of inclusion in cost-utility analyses of intrinsic value elements (non-

clinical impacts of test information), similar to the Lee et al. psychic and planning 

dimensions but incorporating both provider and patient intrinsic value.8 Bossuyt and 

McCaffery present a framework incorporating dimensions independent of clinical outcome 

(emotional, social, cognition, behavior) with incomplete overlap with Otero’s and Lee’s.9  

Thus, the full spectrum of imaging test benefits and risks may include clinical, non-clinical, 

direct or indirect effects. Direct effects refer to those related to only the procedure (e.g., 

ionizing radiation exposure). When imaging tests are necessary but not sufficient to explain 

the benefit or risk, those effects may be labeled indirect (e.g. cancer-free survival, or 

consequences of incidental findings). While clinical outcomes may be captured in medical 

records or claims databases, non-clinical effects refer to the less documented cognitive, 

psychological, legal, and behavioral effects of the information provided by the test.8 Since 

providers are the consumers of the information and the recipients of the bulk of indirect 
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effects of imaging tests, effects of imaging tests on providers may also be relevant.10,11 To 

gain market approval, manufacturers of imaging tests are not required to capture the full 

spectrum of these effects and no economic incentives exist to collect evidence to inform 

clinical guidelines.12,13 

In 2012, The US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) published a benefit-risk draft guidance 

for regulatory pre-market approval and de novo classification relevant to all medical 

devices.14 The FDA recommended identifying benefits and risks and characterizing their 

magnitude, probability and duration; the number and aggregate effect of harmful events, 

uncertainty, disease characterization and patient tolerance and perspective on benefits. 

Revision of this draft guidance was released in 2015 with specific guidance for inclusion of 

patient preferences in benefit-risk assessments.15 However, few imaging tests pass through 

these regulatory channels and consequently few are studied to this extent. More 

importantly, the frameworks provided are tailored to the regulatory, not clinical practice, 

setting. 

In diagnostic radiology, appropriateness—defined by the American College of Radiology 

(ACR) as benefits outweighing risks at the population level—is currently assessed for 

imaging tests by panels, predominantly composed of radiologist experts. Tt is not clear 

whether ACR guidelines integrate the breadth of benefits and risks discussed. It is also not 

clear how selection of relevant benefits and risks may differ if as many non-radiologists as 

radiologists participated in the guideline development.  

In this study, we work toward creating a unified framework incorporating elements of 

structured benefit-risk and elements of diagnostic imaging frameworks. We propose a 

comprehensive list of benefit and risk criteria (BRC) for use in diagnostic radiology guideline 

development. Using clinical scenarios, we investigate which trade-offs physicians consider, 

and whether those trade-offs differ by clinical scenario and clinical specialty.  
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METHODS 

We conducted a literature search to identify and collect BRC relevant to the selection of 

diagnostic imaging tests. Using thematic synthesis, we organized and created themes from 

the data abstracted.16 Starting themes used were the six levels of evidence first described in 

the Fryback and Thornbury hierarchical model of efficacy.17 To ensure that the list of BRC 

abstracted from the literature was comprehensive and exhaustive, we administered an 

online survey to four groups of physicians. In the survey, we asked physician respondents 

to indicate the importance and frequency with which each criterion entered their decision-

making process. Next, physicians were asked to select relevant BRC for specific clinical use 

cases and provide any additional criteria they felt were important.  

Literature search  

We performed a broad PubMed literature search for imaging, diagnostics and device 

effectiveness and safety measures using MeSH first-ordered terms: radiology, diagnostic 

imaging, diagnostic tests, and devices/diagnostic equipment, limiting by subheadings and 

combining with the following second-order terms: outcome, benefit, risk, quality of life, 

anxiety, decision-making, survival, incidental findings or adverse reactions. The search was 

limited to English language publications with an abstract, published from January 1st, 2011 

thru December 31st, 2013. We excluded study designs that were not categorized as 

randomized clinical trials, cost-effectiveness, observational and meta-analysis studies or 

literature reviews. If literature reviews were located, we identified additional articles from 

the reference lists and also used Web of Science to search for any studies that may have 

cited the literature reviews.  
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Creation and design of survey  

The list of BRC identified from the literature review was used as a start list. These criteria 

were then placed into a survey used to solicit additional BRC and arrive at a more 

comprehensive list. Pre-testing with clinicians guided development of survey structure, 

content, and choice of language.  

We structured the survey as pairwise comparisons of imaging strategies. Participants were 

asked to consider each BRC independently and to select either the better strategy, or select 

that no strategy would be superior. For example, respondents selected computed 

tomography (CT) if CT offers an advantage over ultrasound (US) with respect to therapeutic 

success, US if the reverse was true, or marked “not applicable” if there was no difference 

between tests with respect to therapeutic success. Throughout the survey, text fields 

prompted respondents to provide additional BRC.  

Selection of use cases 

We selected clinical diagnoses and imaging tests to reflect both similarities and differences 

in several dimensions. First, we hypothesized that absolute appropriateness of a decision to 

test (e.g., whether or not to perform an MRI for low back pain) is conceptually different 

from relative appropriateness, choosing which test to use (e.g., CT or US for suspected 

appendicitis). To observe whether any differences in the use of the framework would be 

noted between the absolute and relative decision contexts, we selected use cases that 

represented each concept. Second, we reasoned that benefit-risk profiles may differ in some 

systematic way between technologies known to be overutilized (e.g., MRI for low back pain) 

11 and those that are potentially underutilized (e.g., US for nephrolithiasis).18,19 Third, it was 

of interest to us to explore benefit-risk profiles using examples of both chronic, non-specific 

disease, and acute, specific disease diagnoses. Case definitions were provided by the ACR 

AC (Table 1).  
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[Insert Table 1 here] 

Survey respondent identification and recruitment 

We sought University of Washington respondents from a targeted range of clinical 

specialties and backgrounds, including those with specialty radiology training and those 

without. However, radiologists rarely order imaging tests and interface with patients, thus 

we chose two additional groups of physicians, in primary care and emergency medicine 

specialties. Neuroradiologists and Emergency Department (ED) radiologists were selected as 

the gold standard for knowing the technical aspects of imaging tests. A key physician 

contact in each clinical specialty facilitated recruitment of colleague respondents. The 

University of Washington Institutional Review Board approval and respondent informed 

consent were obtained for the survey study.  

Selection of BRC for specific use cases  

We investigated the selection of BRC and the breadth of selections across four clinical use 

cases: lower back pain, chronic headache, lower quadrant pain-suspected appendicitis and 

acute onset flank pain-suspicion of stone disease. We also assessed consensus levels among 

survey respondents, and the inter- and intra-agreement within and across radiology and 

non-radiology specialties. Comparisons of criteria selections were made by clinical scenario 

and between radiologists and non-radiologists using nonparametric Wilcoxon signed-rank 

tests. Analyses were conducted using STATA, Version 9 (College Station, TX). 

RESULTS 

Literature search  

After exclusion of non-relevant articles, review of the recent literature yielded one hundred 

and twenty nine studies that measured benefit and risk outcomes of devices and diagnostics 
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(Appendix Figure A1). A large proportion of studies (n=45; 35%) included one or more 

measures of diagnostic accuracy as the only measure of test performance. However, among 

remaining studies, a diverse list of criteria were assembled, and collapsed into thirty-three 

BRC. These were initially grouped according to the Fryback and Thornbury hierarchy model 

of efficacy (Appendix Table 1).17  

Online survey responses 

Forty eight University of Washington physicians participated in the survey about BRC of 

diagnostic imaging tests: primary care physicians (N=12), emergency physicians (N=16), 

neuroradiologists (N=8) and emergency radiologists (N=9). Responses to the survey added 

to the list, criteria not found in the literature search and pointed to the need for streamlining 

the definition of each criterion.  

The finalized BRC domains and criteria list 

We created three domains to fully represent the criteria that characterize benefits and risks 

of imaging tests in diagnostic radiology: 1) test specific features; 2) provider intrinsic value 

and patient management; and 3) patient intrinsic value and outcomes. Like the Fryback and 

Thornbury model, the three domains fall into an evidence hierarchy. The final lists of BRC, 

by domain, are provided in Tables 2 thru 4. 

Test Specific Features (n=17) 

Test specifications are not commonly thought of as potential benefits or risks. However, 

test-specific features are the basis for differentiating among tests and are also likeliest to 

have information available. These criteria adequately differentiate tests so that even two 

very similar tests can be differentiated based on these criteria.  

[Insert Table 2 here] 
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Patient Management and Provider Intrinsic Value (n=12) 

This group of benefits and risks are not exclusively influenced by imaging tests. These 

criteria represent either the outcomes influenced by complex interactions between the test 

information and the physician’s judgment or the physician’s intrinsic value, that is, the 

physician’s perceived gains or losses from ordering the test. Criteria in this domain may 

overlap with intermediate patient outcomes, such as complications from a medical 

procedure. However, BRC in this domain are from the perspective of the clinician and the 

extent of these effects is assumed to cover the time the patient is under the care of the 

physician. High quality evidence of these benefits or risks, attributable to an imaging test, is 

unlikely to be available.  

[Insert Table 3 here] 

Patient Intrinsic Value and Outcomes (n=7) 

The direct and indirect, clinical and non-clinical effects of imaging tests on patients are 

grouped in this domain. The criteria in this domain take the perspective of the patient. 

Clinical sequelae from an intervention are expressed broadly as effects on length and quality 

of life. When comparing two imaging tests, large incremental effects are likelier to exist 

among intrinsic criteria (e.g. comfort or burden) than on length and quality of life. The 

exception is the potentially large differential between tests in ionizing radiation dose, which 

makes relevant the clinical, indirect and distant outcome, ionizing radiation-induced 

cancers. Evidence of effects on survival and quality of life attributable to an imaging test is 

unlikely to be available in the published literature. Unknown differences in imaging test 

intrinsic value to patients may be traced and partially attributed to known differences in 

test-specific features. 

[Insert Table 4 here] 
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Additional considerations 

Survey respondents brought forth two considerations that may influence imaging utilization: 

healthcare idiosyncrasies and costs. Survey respondents identified healthcare workflow 

idiosyncrasies and sharing of decision-making authority as additional drivers of utilization. 

There are times when decision-making and thus, weighing of benefits and risks, is 

transferred fully or partially from the ordering physician to a third party. For example, a 

respondent stated, “A surgeon may require an imaging test before a patient is able to 

proceed to surgery or other intervention”. An insurance carrier or a radiology benefit 

manager may require a sequence of other imaging tests before the test is regarded as 

optimum by the physician, and the patient becomes eligible for reimbursement. A survey 

respondent added that decision-making may be based on “the recommendation of a 

consultant or the radiologist”.  

Traditionally, costs are treated separately from benefits and risks. Survey respondents were 

asked whether insurance coverage and out-of-pocket costs impacted the decision to order 

tests. Forty-six percent of respondents indicated that insurance coverage was an important 

consideration. Of all entered text, the word “cost” appeared the most frequently (six 

respondents added costs to the BRC list). An emergency physician wrote, “Cost is a daily 

question”. An emergency radiologist added to the survey response, “total healthcare costs.” 

In response, costs from the perspective of the provider (weighing the financial risk of 

ordering a test that may not be covered by insurance) and the patient (the out-of-pocket 

risk of the copay, the co-insurance or the full payment associated with the test) were added 

to the BRC list.  

Specific use cases 

ED physicians and radiologists reached 80% consensus on nine BRC for each diagnostic use 

case they were presented; PCPs and neuroradiologists, on eleven BRC. These criteria are 
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listed in Table 5, grouped by use case and by radiologist and non-radiologist standing. 

Percent consensus is provided in appendix table A1 by clinical specialty. Twenty-two criteria 

were selected. Like cases had similar selections of criteria with slight overlap between the 

pairs of use cases. In all use cases, radiologists and non-radiologists selected missed cases, 

provider utility and potential confirmatory testing as relevant BRC.  

[Insert Table 5 here]  

Comparing percent agreement for relevance of each BRC within and between clinical 

specialties, we did not observe unanimous selection and unanimous non-selection of the 

criteria as would have been depicted by the clustering of points at the top right and left 

bottom corners of each plot in Figure 1. The observed dispersion pattern suggests lack of 

intra-group consensus on the relevance of each BRC. Comparing dissimilar clinical 

scenarios, we found significantly different selections, by Wilcoxon signed rank test: low back 

pain and chronic headache were compared to suspected appendicitis (p=0.019 and 

p=0.022), and suspected kidney stone (p=0.008 and p=0.008), respectively. At 80% 

consensus, non-radiologists selected on average, a higher number of criteria (n=12) than 

non-radiologists (n=9). Within clinical scenarios, using the Wilcoxon signed rank test, we 

did not see patterns of inter-group discordance between radiologists and non-radiologists 

(p-values not significant).  

In the pair of use cases that compared a test to no test (low back pain and chronic 

headache), respondents were less likely to exclude criteria as visualized in the left lower 

corners of each plot in Figure 1. For example at 40% or lower consensus, fewer criteria 

were selected in the lowback (n=4) and chronic headache (n=5) use cases when compared 

tosuspected appendicitis (n=11) and kidney stone disease (n=11) use cases.  
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DISCUSSION 

Using recent literature and surveys of physicians we found many effects of diagnostic 

imaging that may qualify as BRC. We observed that in both the literature and in qualitative 

responses there was a great deal of heterogeneity of terms and definitions. This highlighted 

the need for standardization of definitions for benefits and risks in diagnostic imaging.  

We identified a class of criteria specific to imaging tests not previously considered in the 

literature, test-specific features. Identifying differences in test-specific features is especially 

useful if evidence for intermediate and long-term benefits and risks is sparse, of low quality, 

or missing, or if it is not possible to separate test-attributable effects from patient, disease, 

healthcare system and provider factors. Unlike intermediate and long-term outcomes, test-

specific feature information is less influenced by practice variation and more readily known. 

If decision-makers identify ambiguities in judging technologies for a given criterion, it may 

be possible to decompose and define the criterion in terms of variation in one or more 

related test-specific criteria. Additional stratification of a criterion, redefinition and other 

modifications may be needed. For example, depth/breadth of visualization may divided 

further into mass shape, vascularization, region size.20 Thus, the BRC are to be treated as 

the starting point for taking inventory of the differences among pairs of diagnostic 

strategies. 

Selections of BRC differed among dissimilar and less so within similar pairs of clinical 

scenarios. The number of criteria selected was slightly higher for the chronic headache and 

lower back pain clinical scenarios, and consensus patterns suggest responders had a more 

difficult time excluding criteria in these two cases. These results point to the potential of 

group selection among BRC as a mechanism for describing the decision problem. Although 

at the 80% consensus level radiologists selected fewer BRC, their patterns of consensus did 

not differ from those of non-radiologists. These results suggest that radiologists and non-
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radiologists generally agree about the relevant BRC but that non-radiologists perceive 

additional differences among testing strategies, primarily those related to patient 

management.  

There were several limitations to our study. Our piloting of the BRC list involved a small 

number of use cases and small samples sizes of respondents from one institution. This limits 

the generalizability of the results. As patients are rarely aware of the full range of potential 

risks associated with medical interventions elicitation of novel BRC from patients was 

expected to have low yield. 21 Patient participation in selection of benefits and risks in future 

operationalization of the BRC will be important in ensuring the selection of benefits and risks 

is representative. 

By creating a universal BRC list, we made some assumptions. The first is that the list is 

comprehensive and exhaustive. Although this assumption is likely not to hold, it is 

important to note that each BRC may be re-defined and shaped to fit the demands of a 

specific imaging test benefit-risk comparison. The second assumption is that no BRC are 

redundant or extraneous. The usefulness of this framework diminishes if only a subset of 

criteria is consistently relevant or if the ACR AC continues to exclude costs, ease of use and 

access to test from consideration.22 Our results suggest costs are on the mind of physicians. 

This shift in awareness may be due to the movement by clinical societies, like the American 

Society of Clinical Oncology, to include cost-effectiveness in guideline development.23 

Further, research is needed to ascertain whether other criteria we included but the ACR 

exclude, ease of use and access to test, belong in clinical guideline development. 

We also assumed the criteria that received the most votes (>80%) represented the most 

important differences between any two tests and that the observed variation in consensus 

represents uncertainty. Even if these assumptions do not hold there is value in performing 

the exercise of BRC selection from a set list. The group, not one or two individuals, select 
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criteria that enter the decision-making space. Also, by measuring variation in agreement, 

decision-makers are alerted to criteria that may require additional attention, reducing the 

chance that decision-makers implicitly judge imaging tests on criteria explicitly omitted from 

consideration.  

We explored two use cases comparing a radiology procedure with no procedure and found 

that respondents had a difficult time excluding criteria. For example, in such comparison, 

while by definition, differences in test-specific features exist, selection of criteria from this 

domain may be less meaningful. However, as the list does include criteria relevant to 

absolute appropriateness (e.g., value of knowing), we showed that it is possible to use the 

BRC list, albeit less optimally, in this context. 

While, to our knowledge, this is the first effort at standardizing benefits and risks in 

diagnostic imaging, there are several complementary guidance documents available. These 

include standards for reporting diagnostic accuracy as well as several frameworks for 

guiding outcomes selection for clinical trials.4,5,24,25  

Direct and indirect effects of diagnostic imaging on patient outcomes are rarely well 

characterized but differences between imaging test features are well known. The results of 

our study suggest that there are differences in BRC across different clinical scenarios, and 

that imaging tests can be judged by more than diagnostic accuracy or potential for ionizing-

radiation exposure. We propose a BRC list to ensure consistent examination of these 

differences among tests, even when evidence is sparse. This is the first step toward merging 

beliefs, expert opinion, and existing evidence, and documenting the guideline development 

process in a more transparent, reproducible manner.  
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Table 1: Description of clinical conditions presented in the survey 
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Table 2. Test Specific Features BRC 
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Table 3. Patient Management and Provider Intrinsic Value BRC 
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Table 4. Patient Intrinsic Value and Outcomes BRC 
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Table 5. Consensus Results  
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FIGURES 

Figure 1. Inter and intra-agreement of selection of BRC among radiologists and 

non-radiologists grouped by domain 
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APPENDIX  

Table A1. Literature search results mapped to the Fryback and Thornbury 

Hierarchical Model of Efficacy 

Technical efficacy 

The design and technical performance of 

test 

Resolution of line pairs 

Modulation of transfer function change 

Gray scale range 

Amount of mottle 

Sharpness 

 

Reliability of image quality26 and performance27 

Performance dependencies (multiple tests relying on one 

another for effectiveness) 28 

Patient wait/preparation time for test29 

Length of examination30-32 

Post-test observation time33-35 

Inconclusive results 8,36 

Diagnostic accuracy efficacy  

Yield of abnormal or normal diagnoses in 

case series 

Diagnostic accuracy 

Positive and negative predictive value 

Sensitivity and specificity in a clinical case 

ROC 

Positive and negative predictive values (47 references) 

Positive likelihood ratio37 

Diagnostic odds ratio37 

Detection percentage38 

Accuracy in subpopulations39 

Diagnostic thinking efficacy 

Impact on pretest probability 

Probability of learning incidental 

information 

Provider confidence6 

Liability avoidance8 

Risk stratification40,41 

Probability of learning incidental information42 

Pre-test probability43 

Therapeutic efficacy 

How helpful an imaging test is to patient 

management 

Unnecessary procedures avoided  

Pre-test/post-test therapy changes  

Procedural success44 

Number of healthcare visits45 

Need for additional follow-up46 

Downstream procedures from incidental findings47 

Radiation exposure dose26,39,48-62 
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Extent and severity of harms associated with unnecessary 

procedures41 

Patient outcome efficacy 

Morbidity (procedures) avoided in QALYs  

Patient improvement with vs. without test 

Survival measured in QALYs 

Value of test information to patient (future 

planning and psychological impact) 

Cost per QALY saved with image 

information 

 

 

 

Pain and other physical discomfort such as tight 

quarters30,46 

Psychological impact (e.g. anxiety, reassurance or peace of 

mind)1,7,46,63 

Future planning based on test information1 

Tolerability64 

Sequelae from contrast reagent reactions65,66 

Invasiveness67-69 

Patient compliance (downstream)6 

Morbidity and mortality benefit from improved treatment 

plan34,70 

Radiation-associated cancers71-74 

Non-institutionalized days alive 75 

Quality of life76 

Societal efficacy, the last tier of the hierarchy is not represented, as costs are not typically considered in 

benefit-risk analyses. 
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Table A2. Percent consensus of criteria with >80% for each use case by clinical 

specialty 

Appendicitis   

ED 

phys ED rad Total 

Non-

radiologists adverse events 85% 67% 77% 

Both groups contrast reactions 100% 100% 100% 

  

incidental findings 

management 92% 100% 95% 

  missed cases 100% 100% 100% 

  portability of the device 85% 89% 86% 

  

potential for confirmatory 

testing 100% 100% 100% 

  provider confidence 100% 100% 100% 

  radiation dose 100% 89% 95% 

  radiation-induced cancers 100% 100% 100% 

  test accuracy consistency 92% 100% 95% 

Radiologists  No selections      

Kidney Stone 

Disease   

ED 

phys ED rad Total 

Non-

radiologists contribution to prognosis 92% 78% 86% 

  healthcare visits 85% 44% 68% 

  

incidental findings 

management 92% 78% 86% 

  value of knowing 85% 67% 77% 
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Both groups missed cases 92% 89% 91% 

  

potential for confirmatory 

testing 100% 89% 95% 

  provider confidence 92% 89% 91% 

  radiation dose 100% 100% 100% 

  radiation-induced cancers 100% 100% 100% 

  test accuracy consistency 85% 100% 91% 

Radiologists portability of the device 77% 100% 86% 

 

Lower Back 

Pain   PCP Neurorad Total 

Non-

radiologists contrast reaction potential 83% 56% 71% 

  incidental findings management 92% 78% 86% 

  healthcare visits 83% 56% 71% 

  liability protections 83% 67% 76% 

  patient preparation 83% 78% 81% 

  adverse events 83% 67% 76% 

Both groups false diagnoses 92% 100% 95% 

  missed cases 83% 100% 90% 

  patient burden 92% 100% 95% 

  potential for confirmatory testing 83% 100% 90% 

  provider confidence 83% 89% 86% 

  psychological impact 83% 89% 86% 

  Reimbursement 92% 100% 95% 

  unnecessary treatment 92% 89% 90% 
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Radiologists time to diagnosis 75% 89% 81% 

Chronic 

headache   PCP Neurorad Total 

Non-

radiologists contrast reaction potential 83% 67% 76% 

  patient preparation 92% 56% 76% 

  incidental findings management 92% 67% 81% 

  time to diagnosis 83% 67% 76% 

Both groups false diagnoses 100% 89% 95% 

  liability protections 100% 89% 95% 

  missed cases 83% 100% 90% 

  patient burden 92% 89% 90% 

  potential for confirmatory testing 92% 100% 95% 

  provider confidence 83% 100% 90% 

  psychological impact 83% 89% 86% 

  unnecessary treatment 92% 67% 81% 

Radiologists contribution to prognosis 67% 100% 81% 

  reimbursement potential 67% 100% 81% 

  test accuracy consistency 58% 89% 71% 

  value of knowing 58% 100% 76% 
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Figure A1. A flowchart of included and excluded studies in literature search  
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Chapter 2. A Proposed Approach for Quantitative Benefit-Risk Assessment in 

Diagnostic Radiology Guideline Development: The American College of Radiology 

Appropriateness Criteria Example 
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ABSTRACT 

Abstract Word Count: 257 (including headings) 

INTRODUCTION 

By its nature, the contribution of expert opinion in evidence-based guideline development 

can be nontransparent and implicit. The American College of Radiology (ACR) develops 

evidence-based practice guidelines to aid appropriate utilization of radiological procedures. 

Panel members use expert opinion to weight trade-offs and consensus methods to rate 

appropriateness of imaging tests. Quantitative benefit-risk assessment (QBRA) methods 

hold promise for improving transparency of diagnostic radiology guideline development but 

their potential feasibility and effectiveness have not previously been assessed in this setting. 

METHODS 

We perform a critical appraisal of the QBRA literature and propose several steps for further 

exploring the clinical decision problem. These steps include investigation of weak evidence 

and disagreement. We identify a set of benefit-risk methods addressing one or more of 

these needs and build a decision aid for selecting among these methods. 

RESULTS 

Identifying specific benefit-risk criteria and developing a state-of-evidence matrix are key 

steps in improving transparency of ACR panel decision-making. We propose, that in the 

absence of both disagreement among decision makers and a weak evidence base, QBRA 

may not be needed. In the presence of disagreement but absence of a weak evidence base, 

MCDA is recommended. In the presence of weak evidence base INHB or a joint approach 

may be needed.  
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CONCLUSIONS 

QBRA is a systematic and consistent approach that promises to increase the transparency of 

the ACR deliberative process. This investigation of the strengths and limitations of two 

QBRA methods guides decision-makers in choosing a useful QBRA method among 

incremental net health benefit, multi-criteria decision analysis, or a joint approach. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Evidence-based guidelines and the ACR AC 

The American College of Radiology (ACR) develops evidence-based practice guidelines to aid 

appropriate utilization of radiological procedures.1 For a given diagnostic indication and for 

each imaging test in question, a panel of clinical experts reviews the evidence, and 

qualitatively assesses whether potential benefits outweigh potential risks, by a sufficient 

margin.2 These guidelines are referred to as Appropriateness Criteria (AC).3 Not all agree 

that the AC meet the definition of evidence-based practice (EBP) guidelines.4 To adhere to 

the definition of EBP, the AC ought to represent integration of the best available evidence 

with clinician’s expertise and patient choice.5 AC evidence review is not systematic but 

“freestyle”,6 rarely includes non-radiology experts and excludes patient stakeholders. 

Nonetheless, the process offers regularly updated appropriateness ratings for hundreds of 

clinical scenarios. For guideline development, full inclusion of the three elements of EBP 

requires implementation of a complex, multi-step process, involving multiple stakeholders. 

The ACR AC can be viewed as a compromise between the full inclusion of EBP and breadth 

and timeliness of recommendations. In clinical practice, utilization of ACR AC is low and the 

effects of ACR AC on optimizing utilization of diagnostic imaging are poorly understood.7,8 

Expert Opinion and Consensus in ACR AC Development 

To rate appropriateness, developers of AC guidelines use expert consensus methods. Based 

on the RAND/UCLA Appropriateness Method, over a course of one to two modified Delphi 

voting rounds, panel members assign appropriateness scores (1-3 inappropriate; 4-6 

equivocal; 7-9 appropriate).1,2 Panel members assign equivocal ratings when it is unclear 

whether the test “may be appropriate”. This category of appropriateness may be assigned 

for one or more of these reasons: 1) lack of consensus; 2) contradictory or unclear 

evidence; or 3) special circumstances. Individual panel members may rely on their expertise 
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to carry out several steps before entering the consensus-building process: 1) they may 

identify which benefits and risks apply to the clinical scenario and the tests in question; 2) 

apply individual preferences to weight the importance of relevant benefits and risks and; 3) 

judge performance of tests under high levels of uncertainty, using their personal risk 

tolerance to inform judgments. As these steps are implicit and done at the individual level, 

it is not clear how and to what extent expert opinion contributes to individual ratings of 

appropriateness and thereby affects expert consensus.  

A more explicit approach based on quantitative measures of benefits and risks, Quantitative 

Benefit-Risk Assessment (QBRA), has the potential to structure and simplify the decision-

making process leading to more transparent contribution of expert opinion in guideline 

development.9 However, there are numerous QBRA approaches and the general consensus 

is that no single method is superior for all applications.10-13 Mt-Isa et al. reviewed reviews of 

QBRA methodology,14 and found that the Innovative Medicines Initiative 

Pharmacoepidemiological Research on Outcomes of Therapeutics by the European 

Consortium (IMI-PROTECT) Benefit-Risk Group Recommendations Report represented the 

most comprehensive review.10 Stemming from this report, Hughes et al. recommend further 

testing of eleven QBRA methods in the context of pharmaceutical regulatory decision-

making.13  

A step common to QBRA is structuring the decision problem by identifying and defining 

relevant benefits and risks. In a previous report (Chapter 1), we developed benefit and risk 

criteria (BRC) specific for QBRA of diagnostic imaging tests. In brief, thirty-six BRC were 

identified, defined, and organized into three domains: 1) test-specific features; 2) patient 

management and provider intrinsic value; and 3) patient-intrinsic value and outcomes. We 

found that participants selected 22 of 36 BRC as relevant, across four ACR AC clinical 

scenarios, and for each of the four scenarios studied in that analysis, between eight and 

eleven criteria were selected. 
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The application of any specific QBRA method for a specific clinical question can be costly in 

terms of time and money, so its selection and use needs to be guided by a first step of 

deciding whether QBRA could be helpful and which QBRA method is preferred in terms of its 

effectiveness and efficiency. This analysis had three major aims: 1) identify which QBRA 

methods may facilitate ACR guideline development process; 2) identify opportunities for 

QBRA within ACR AC decision-making; and 3) where QBRA is recommended, make specific 

recommendations for specific QBRA methods.  

METHODS 

Development of a Decision Aid  

We develop a multi-level decision aid to assist panel members in identifying opportunities 

for using QBRA and selecting among methods. In the first level, we propose a protocol for 

identifying when QBRA is needed based on the presence of equivocal ratings for one or 

more reasons (a) a lack of consensus or (b) issues with missing, unclear, or contradictory 

evidence but not for reason (c) special circumstances (this reason is outside the scope of 

this work). In the second level, we facilitate selection among methods. Within this level we 

propose a process characterizing the clinical scenario decision problem further than is 

currently performed by the ACR with respect to consensus-building or missing, unclear or 

contradictory evidence. Separately, we critically appraise QBRA methods with respect to 

controlling disagreement among panel members and missing, unclear or contradictory 

evidence. We develop decision rules that merge strengths of QBRA methods with the 

identified needs of the decision problem.  

QBRA methods that may facilitate the ACR guideline development process  

We further refine the recommendation list of IMI-PROTECT by targeting the role of QBRA for 

improvement of ACR AC development. For evaluation, we select methods for use in ACR AC 

if they included the following features:  
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1) Single measure of the benefit-risk balance: Panel members’ single rating reflects 

weighting of multiple benefits and risks. QBRA methods that are capable of weighting 

benefits and risks, integrating benefits and risks and producing a composite benefit-risk 

metric may be particularly useful to AC development. To select among methods with respect 

to this feature, we use the IMI-PROTECT categorization of QBRA methods according to 

whether the method incorporated weighting of benefits and risks, whether benefits and risks 

were integrated, and whether the method produced a benefit-risk metric.  

2) Sensitivity Analysis: Particularly in diagnostic imaging, evidence may be of poor quality, 

contradictory or not available. A desirable feature offered by some QBRA methods is their 

ability to further explore panel members’ uncertainty about their judgments of performance 

of tests or importance of benefits and risks. We further refine the list by including only 

QBRA methods that assess uncertainty using at a minimum, deterministic sensitivity 

analysis.  

RESULTS 

Selected QBRA Methods 

Four broad QBRA approaches from those recommended by the IMI-PROTECT project 

possessed a single measure of benefit-risk balance and were equipped to measure effects of 

uncertainty using sensitivity analyses: incremental net health benefit (INHB), multi-criteria 

decision analysis (MCDA), stochastic multicriteria acceptability analysis (SMAA), and 

discrete choice experiments (DCE) (Table 1). There are many derivative approaches within 

each of these methods. INHB has been generalized to incremental net benefit or 

incremental health benefit.15 This method is commonly paired with decision-analytic 

modeling using the quality-adjusted life-year (QALY).16,17 SMAA is often considered an 

extension of MCDA for decision problems in which decision-makers are unsure of effects 

across criteria or cannot or will not provide their preferences.18 Several reviews of MCDA 
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consider DCE a type of MCDA.19 Thus, we reduced the decision aid to consideration between 

two broad approaches to decision analysis: MCDA and INHB. We identified key differences 

between these two approaches, their strengths and limitations.  

[Insert Table 1 Here] 

INHB 

INHB, as defined here, uses decision analytic modeling to synthesize available evidence and 

model consequences using data from several sources.20,21 Within a benefit-risk context, a 

decision tree may be built representing possible benefit-risk consequence paths. 

Probabilities and the preferences for those events or health states populate the decision 

tree.22 While INHB can be implemented using natural units, or other relative value metrics,23 

the quality-adjusted life-year (QALY) framework for integrating length with quality of life is 

a common metric for decision-analytic modeling.24 Trade-offs among benefits and risks are 

measured incrementally as the sum of risks expressed as negative QALYs and benefits, 

expressed as positive QALYs. A framework for using these decision-analytic methods for 

BRA has been previously described.15,16  

Strengths 

IHNB offers structure to a decision problem modeling problem by estimating downstream 

clinical effects from those upstream with the use of probabilities.25 By incorporating 

preference data from external studies (studies of similar health states) and linking 

measured outcomes to ones unmeasured via probabilities, INHB may offer an alternative to 

expert consensus when evidence is limited. Garrison et al. have also emphasized that the 

framework allows heterogeneous patient health state preferences, subgroup analyses, 

adjustment for patient risk, and value-of-information analysis.16 

Expert opinion can be incorporated into a model by way of assumptions with regard to the 

probabilities of events or the consequences and related health state preferences for those 
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events. The use of expert opinion is transparent because model inputs that are assumptions 

are referenced as such. Scenario and sensitivity analyses can be performed to test 

independently the influence of probabilities and the preference for the consequences. 

Preferences for health states that inform the models are extracted from the literature and 

represent risk tolerance of the study population, not those of the decision-makers.  

INHB can be performed using any natural unit (e.g., cases or hospitalizations averted). 

However, the QALY is a unifying measure that transforms benefits or risks into a single 

measure, capable of being added or subtracted, or at least compared. QALYs lost from 

potential risks can be subtracted from QALYs gained from potential benefits to produce an 

interpretable incremental net health benefit for grading technologies. Imaging tests with 

negative net QALYs can be labeled inappropriate and those with positive net QALYs, as 

appropriate. The mathematical properties of INHB, in which a margin can be measured 

between benefits and risks, aligns well with the ACR AC definition of appropriateness.26 

Garrison et al. have proposed that differences in relative uncertainty about the benefits and 

the risks should also be considered. A wider margin of benefits over risks may be called for 

when uncertainty about potential risks is higher than that about potential benefits.27  

Limitations 

Decision-analytic modeling cannot easily accommodate qualitative data inputs or 

unmeasurable but relevant factors. This presents a challenge for incorporation of expert 

opinion. While experts may have an understanding of relative differences among tests, it 

may be cognitively challenging for experts to accurately estimate an absolute probability, or 

a range of probabilities, for each test under evaluation. For example, experts may be able to 

qualitatively judge differences in indeterminate results or time to diagnosis but may struggle 

to assign numerical estimates in the form of probabilities. Problems can also arise when 

decision-makers provide estimates of their preferences in terms of utilities if those utilities 

are not elicited using valid methods.  
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Criteria not related to clinical outcomes or health states (e.g., financial incentives or 

examination time), may require additional assumptions to convert into QALYs or additional 

steps may be needed to merge patient and provider utilities. Because of these limitations, it 

is possible that not all relevant trade-offs can be simultaneously included in a single model. 

However, with sufficient resources and complexity, this limitation can be overcome. 

Increased complexity is at odds with the primary role of QBRA in this setting, which is to 

increase transparency. In order to perform INHB, some changes to the ACR AC process may 

be needed to accommodate additional literature review and analyst time external to the 

regular meetings.  

MCDA 

Multi-criteria decision-making (MCDA) originates in decision sciences as a framework for 

organizing conflicting criteria and comprises several criteria/attribute weighting methods 

ranging from ranking exercises to choice experiments, either intended to elicit stated or 

revealed preferences.28,29 The first aim of MCDA is to help the decision-maker(s) take into 

consideration the important objective and subjective criteria about the decision problem 

using an explicit, rational, and efficient decision process. 28,30,31 The second aim of MCDA is 

to create consensus or “shared understanding of the issue”.28 IMI-PROTECT classified MCDA 

as not a singular method, but more broadly, as a quantitative framework. Although the IMI-

PROTECT defines MCDA as the approach based on multi-attribute theory, MCDA comprises 

approaches from a number of divergent theories.32 Likewise, two methods from the IMI-

PROTECT inventory listed separately from MCDA—stochastic multi-criteria acceptability 

analysis (SMAA) and discrete choice experiments (DCE)—are commonly included in the 

MCDA family of methods.19,33 We do not provide prescriptive guidance for choosing among 

MCDA methods due to multiplicity of measurement approaches, nomenclature 

inconsistencies, and lack of delineation among MCDA methods.34,35 Instead, we selected 

three popular MCDA approaches to review.34 Then, we distinguished differences among 
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these methods central to the three-fold role of MCDA for incorporation of expert consensus 

in ACR AC development: 1) judging weights of BRC; 2) scoring performance of tests (in 

presence of a weak evidence base); and 3) building consensus. We identified desirable 

elements across MCDA methods as those least burdensome to panel members. 

Strengths  

A desirable feature of MCDA for use in clinical guideline development is its ability to combine 

qualitative data, such as expert opinion, with quantitative data. Data from the literature are 

typically quantitative but in radiology, data can also be qualitative. For example, data can 

be presented as the degree of breadth and depth of visualization of specific abnormalities, 

or whether or not a test visualizes function in addition to morphology.36  

MCDA may offer added value to the existing qualitative Delphi consensus-building 

approaches by helping participants to articulate values, applying the values rationally and 

documenting the results across alternative strategies.37 Consensus is built by working 

together to decompose the decision problem into its smaller components.38  

We subsequently show (Chapter 3) that MCDA steps are closely aligned with the existing 

ACR AC guideline development process and can be performed during meetings (Chapter 3). 

Thus, adoption of MCDA may be perceived as less disruptive to the existing ACR AC process 

when compared to INHB. 

Limitations 

With few exceptions, MCDA methods are additive, comprising positive coefficients and 

exclusively positive weighted sums.30,39 Thus, it is not possible to measure net benefit. 

Instead, the weighted sum, or priority score, can provide a means to rank alternatives. This 

can be informative to decision-makers interested in comparative effectiveness of imaging 

tests. However, in order to distinguish appropriate from inappropriate imaging tests, a 

threshold is needed. For example, a threshold can be set based on a test or other 
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alternative’s performance that is known to be appropriate a priori (gold standard) with 

relative appropriateness discerned by comparing performance of alternatives to the gold 

standard. 

Most MCDA methods operate under the assumption that criteria are independent and do not 

measure linked effects over time. However, we and others have shown that in diagnostic 

imaging the presence of interrelated criteria is common (Chapter 1).40 Indeed, eliciting 

preferences for related criteria can bias weights by way of double-counting.41 As an 

example, in the diagnosis of suspected appendicitis, a potential downstream consequence of 

missed cases is lack of procedural success (defined as net number of perforated 

appendices). This relationship cannot be modeled in a causal way in MCDA. For example, 

weighting individually, missed cases and procedural success, especially if procedural success 

is the sole consequence of missed cases, results in two weights assigned to essentially one 

effect: procedural success. This problem can be remedied via employing INHB to model 

effects of missed cases as incremental changes in procedural success.  

Process for Incorporating Expert Opinion 

We propose a process for characterizing the clinical scenario decision problem further than 

is currently performed by the ACR, with respect to consensus-building or missing, unclear or 

contradictory evidence. The process involves the following decision aid inputs: selection of 

relevant benefit-risk criteria, state of the evidence matrix, and criteria linkages.  

Decision Aid Inputs 

Panel members need several pieces of information in order to use the decision aid. A 

substantial portion of information needed is already collected as part of the current 

guideline development process. However, some inputs may not be readily available. We 

described inputs into the decision aid in the context of the ACR AC process in Table 2.  

[Insert Table 2 Here] 
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Relevant Benefit-Risk Criteria  

We have previously shown that benefits and risks in diagnostic radiology are numerous and 

that the make-up of BRC varies across clinical scenarios (Chapter 1). In Chapter 1 of this 

dissertation we provide a framework for framing decisions in diagnostic radiology in terms 

of BRC. Steps for arriving at a list of relevant BRC are provided in the Appendix.  

State-of-Evidence Matrix 

An important step in structuring the contribution of expert opinion involves identifying any 

weaknesses in the evidence base. Once relevant BRC are selected, we propose summarizing 

the quality of the body of evidence in a matrix organized by BRC. Panel members review 

studies relevant to the clinical scenario and classify whether evidence is available, unclear, 

contradictory, or missing for each test and BRC (Figure 2). In later steps, panel members 

populate this matrix with estimates of effects to create a table of variables values (INHB) or 

a performance matrix (MCDA).17,42 Weak evidence is defined by high levels of either unclear, 

contradictory, or missing classifications. Patterns indicative of a weak evidence base across 

entire columns or rows of this state-of-evidence matrix point to a need to re-consider the 

tests or criteria included in decision-making (Figure 2). 

[Insert Figure 2 Here] 

Criteria Linkages 

The effects of tests have been previously described as distal to patient outcomes and more 

local to decisions of healthcare providers.40 The effects of diagnostics on clinical decision-

making may be short lived with few consequences or carry on longer term to significantly 

influence clinical management and patient outcomes.43 As an example, we examined each 

of the test-specific features identified in our previous work (Chapter 1) and based on 

possible influences of each criterion created pairs with patient management BRC. We 

repeated this exercise a second and third time, pairing patient management and provider 
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intrinsic value BRC to patient outcomes and test-specific features directly with patient 

outcomes. From thirty-six criteria, we created roughly 80-paired criteria relationships. These 

we visualized using a multi-level mapping Sankey Diagram (Figure 3). Assignment of these 

linkages is specific to the clinical scenario and to the set of relevant BRC. The extent to 

which test effects influence patient management and outcomes may be informed by the 

literature review but, likely, this step will rely heavily on expert consensus.44 This step is 

completed by determining whether it is possible to measure all relevant criteria using a 

single metric (e.g., the QALY). 

[Insert Figure 3 Here] 

Decision Aid Structure 

We combined strengths and limitations of the methods above with the theory that decision 

problems vary in diagnostic radiology and developed a multi-level decision aid that identifies 

opportunities for INHB and MCDA methods to aid decision-making in clinical guideline 

development (Figure 1). The first level ascertains the potential need for QBRA and the 

second distinguishes whether the decision problem calls for INHB, MCDA, or a joint 

approach.  

[Insert Figure 1 Here] 

The decision aid comprises four decision rules (Table 3). The flow of decision rules is 

illustrated in Figure 4. 

[Insert Table 3 Here] 

[Insert Figure 4 Here] 

Decision Rules  

The decision rules apply to clinical scenarios comprising tests that received equivocal ratings 

for reasons of disagreement or evidence ambiguity, and can be summarized as follows: a) 
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in the absence of both disagreement and a weak evidence base QBRA may not be needed; 

b) in the presence of disagreement but absence of a weak evidence base, MCDA approaches 

are recommended; and c) in the presence of weak evidence base INHB or INHB with MCDA 

may be recommended, depending on the level of disagreement and the extent of linkages 

among BRC.  

Benefit-risk assessment may not be needed if the following two conditions are met. First, 

there is no pattern of incomplete, contradictory, or missing evidence. The evidence base 

exists and is of acceptable quality for each of the tests across all relevant criteria. Panel 

members can use their judgment as the cut-off for a definition of a weak evidence base. 

Panel members may choose to make modifications (remove criteria or tests) to simplify the 

decision problem based on specific patterns of weak evidence base (Figure 2). Second, 

there is no presence of disagreement marked by patterns of high dispersion in individual 

ratings. The RAND/UCLA Appropriateness Method Manual prescribes judging excessive 

dispersion by comparing the difference between the interpercentile range of ratings and the 

interpercentile range adjusted for symmetry.3  

When to Use INHB 

INHB, as defined in this paper, is best suited to decision problems in which all BRC are 

interrelated and can be measured either using a single natural unit or in terms of QALYs. 

Differences in test–specific features may be used to model probabilities of intermediate 

outcomes, fully to patient outcomes, or any downstream criteria relevant to the decision 

problem. If not all relevant BRC have been incorporated in the model, MCDA methods may 

be used to weight the remaining BRC that are measured on different scales. Joint use of 

these methods has benefits. Performing INHB before MCDA may reduce the need for expert 

opinion to fill in gaps in evidence and reduces the number of criteria included in the MCDA. 

Panel members, for example may be weighting missed cases and procedural success among 

other criteria. Evidence exists for missed cases but little is known about differential rates of 
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procedural success. Rather than providing opinion about differences in procedural success 

among tests, probabilities of procedural success can be modeled based on information about 

missed cases. Of these two criteria, panel members consider only the intermediate 

outcome, procedural success, in the subsequent MCDA. This approach serves to simplify the 

MCDA task and reduces the risk of biasing weights by way of double counting related 

criteria.  

Choosing among MCDA methods 

We briefly describe the strengths and limitations MCDA approaches that appeared in at least 

two of the three reviews of MCDA for group decision making.45-47 Multi-attribute value 

theory (MAVT), discrete choice experiments/conjoint analysis (DCE), and analytic hierarchy 

process (AHP) were judged based on considerations: scoring performance of tests (in 

presence of weak evidence base), judging weights of BRC and building consensus. In Table 

4, we provide definition and identify the methods we consider least burdensome to panel 

members across these criteria. Although Stochastic Multi-Criteria Analysis met initial 

inclusion criteria (Table 1), this family of methods did not appear in reviews of group 

decision-making. Nonetheless, SMAA can be applied to several weight elicitation techniques 

and has been discussed in the context group decision making elsewhere.18,33 

[Insert Table 4] 

As we have mentioned, delineation of methods is often blurred. For example, merging 

features of AHP and MAVT is possible. For instance, an MCDA, Measuring Attractiveness by a 

Categorical Based Evaluation TecHnique (MACBETH), uses pairwise comparisons and 

performance levels to scale criteria weights.48  

Lastly, a practical consideration may be popularity of a method. AHP and DCEs are more 

frequently used and cited in the literature.19,49 Another practical consideration may be 

choosing a method with a wide offering of software packages. There are many software 
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solutions that accommodate the diversity of MAVT approaches and markedly fewer 

variations of the AHP or DCE approaches.46,50 However, AHP is commonly used for 

consensus building, thus software packages that facilitate group decision-making are more 

widely available for AHP.51 While choosing among approaches may be based on practical 

considerations, it is important to note these approaches have different theoretical 

underpinnings and corresponding strengths and limitations, discussed elsewhere.52 

Ultimately, decision-making that occurs on a repeating basis and in high volume, such as 

the development and revision of ACR AC, may benefit from adopting a single MCDA 

approach.13  

DISCUSSION 

We focused on two broad QBRA methods that show promise for improving the structure, 

transparency, and efficiency of the ACR guideline development process in diagnostic 

imaging. We developed a process to identify the extent and type of expert consensus 

contribution expected and matched these needs to specific QBRA methods based on their 

strengths and limitations by way of a decision aid.  

There is growing interest in QBRA, and there are many references for benefit-risk 

methodology that review the theoretical foundations, statistical capabilities, and limitations 

of these approaches.11-14 To our knowledge this is the first attempt to consider specifically 

how QBRA might improve in diagnostic radiology clinical decision-making. This analysis 

differs from prior reviews in that it examines the potential role of QBRA in improving the 

contribution of expert consensus in guideline development.  

The criteria proposed here for using QBRA focus on addressing potential problems with 

expert opinion. But the exclusion of other QBRA methods does not imply that excluded 

methods cannot assist in guideline development. For example, meta-analytic methods have 

been used jointly with MCDA,53 and probabilistic simulation modeling commonly 
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accompanies INHB.15,54 And this decision aid does not address the third reason ACR names 

for an equivocal rating assignment, special circumstances. In the future, this process and 

decision aid could be adapted to characterize the special circumstances panel members 

encounter and link sources of these special circumstances to QBRA recommendations.  

We appreciate that, due to time and budget constraints, the ACR AC are revised only every 

three years rather than on a continuous basis. We also appreciate that the process uses 

volunteer-provider panels and does not outsource analyses. These time and resource 

pressures may work against implementing QBRA. In response, we focused our review on 

less burdensome versions of approaches. However, QBRA methods can provide decision-

makers a model for future panels to use and update, making for more efficient decision-

making. Rather than recreating shared understanding among decision-makers, panel 

members can decide to add, delete, redefine, and reprioritize the set of benefits and risks. 

Performance of technologies can be re-calibrated based on new evidence and emerging 

technologies can be added to analyses. In the long-term, these features of QBRA are likely 

to offset the costs of including QBRA methods experts, as needed, in the ACR AC process.  

The QBRA methods that we propose are intended to augment, not replace the existing 

consensus-building methods used in the development of ACR AC. INHB and MCDA are only 

as good as the data and expert opinion that inform them. Our work does not delve into the 

subject of reviewing evidence quality. Expert consensus is considered low quality evidence 

and high dependence on it can be problematic.55 Guyatt et al. have proposed linking 

strength of recommendations to evidence quality.56 Our proposed process leading to the use 

of the QBRA decision aid could fit nicely into redefining equivocal ratings to include weak 

and strong recommendations based on the extent of expert consensus contribution.  

QBRA is a systematic and consistent approach that promises to increase the transparency of 

the ACR AC deliberative process. This work further extends investigations of the strengths 

and limitations of these methods from regulatory benefit-risk assessment to clinical 
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decision-making in radiology.14,57 As the structure of the decision aid is based on clinician 

input but requires the skills of methods experts, the decision aid represents a key 

component to uniting clinical experts and methodologists. 
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TABLES 

Table 1. Inclusion Criteria for QBRA Decision Aid 

 

Method 

Selection 

Definitions 

Feature 1 

 

Feature 2 

 

Feature 1: Method weights and transforms 

different endpoints to a single scale to arrive 

at an integrated benefit-risk measure 

Feature 2: Method demonstrates the effects 

on the benefit-risk measure if weights or test 

effects are varied 

IMI-

PROTECT 

Definitions 

 

Weighting 

Integrated 

benefit-

risk 

metric 

Sensitivity 

Analysis 

Comments 

MCDA 
   Several approaches possible for weighting 

SMAA 
    

NNH/NNT* 

 

  

 

 

 

Feature 1: Some modifications to NNH and 

NNT include relative value, RV-NNH. Relative 

value incorporates preferences for multiple 

risks in order to create a composite NNH. No 

built-in mechanism for eliciting preferences 

(relative values).12 Modification of NNT is 

utility and time-adjusted UT-NNT. This 

modification delivers a benefit-risk trade-off.13 

UT-NNT resembles Q-TWIST. 
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Feature 2: Possible but not well-established in 

the literature.13 

Impact 

numbers 

   

 

 

Feature 1: Measures individual thresholds13 

for each effect, individually 

Q-TWIST 
  

 

 

Feature 2: Possible but not well-established in 

the literature13 

QALY 
  

 

 

Feature 2: Discrete metric, needs to be 

combined with a method 

INHB 
   

Feature 1: Several approaches possible for 

weighting 

PSM 

 

 

 

Feature 1: Estimation technique, needs to be 

combined with a metric 

ITC 
 

 
 

Feature 1: Estimation technique, needs to be 

combined with a metric 

DCE 
   

Feature 1:Several approaches possible for 

weighting 

MCDA: Multi-criteria Decision Analysis; ; SMAA: Stochastic Multi-criteria Acceptability Analysis; 

NNH/NNT: Number Needed to Harm/Treat; Q-twist: Quality-adjusted Time Without Symptoms and 

Toxicity; QALY: Quality-Adjusted Life-Years; INHB: Incremental Net Health Benefit; PSM: 

Probabilistic Simulation Model; ITC: Indirect Treatment Comparisons; DCE: Discrete Choice 

Experiments 

*Numbers needed to diagnose (NND) and misdiagnose (NNM) apply to diagnostic tests58 
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Table 2. ACR AC Current Process 

 

Input Publicly Available 

Not Publicly Available 

May need to be collected 

ACR AC Clinical 

scenario 

The topic and variant describing a 

specific clinical indication for a 

diagnostic test 

 

Imaging tests to be 

evaluated 

Imaging tests that appear in the ACR 

AC ratings 

 

Consensus ratings Ratings assigned by panel consensus 

to each test 

 

Relevant benefit-risk 

criteria selection 

Benefit and risks as formal variables 

are not currently part of the ACR AC 

documentation 

A list of benefit and risk criteria 

relevant for this decision-problem 

State of evidence 

matrix 

ACR AC panels collect and evaluate 

the quality of evidence but do not 

characterize the state of the evidence 

for each criterion and each test.  

A matrix characterizing unclear 

and missing evidence for criteria 

across tests 

Criteria linkages Summary narrative of the ACR AC 

may implicitly link sensitivity and 

specificity to intermediate or patient 

outcomes 

Related criteria are linked to create 

a directed acyclic graph of the 

decision problem 

Characterization of 

group consensus 

Disagreement among panel members 

may lead to equivocal ratings 

Report of dispersion for each 

rating 

Italicized text indicates the portion of information publicly available 
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ACR AC: American College of Radiology Appropriateness Criteria 

Summary Narrative: discussion of the literature review 

Equivocal ratings: ratings ranging from 4 to 6, interpreted as test “may be appropriate” 

Dispersion: high levels of variation between median ratings and individual ratings 
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Table 3. Decision Aid Decision Rules 

 

 

Decision Rule Questions Decision Rule Answer: Yes Decision Rule Answer: No 

1. State-of-evidence matrix 

indicates patterns of weak 

evidence? 

 

 

QBRA will be used to bridge 

evidence gaps as illustrated in 

the state-of-evidence matrix, 

BRA may also be needed to 

collect preferences for risks and 

benefits.  

QBRA may be needed only to 

help panel members weigh 

benefits and risks.  

2. Comparison of individual 

to consensus ratings 

indicates disagreement? 

QBRA is needed to help panel 

members weight benefits and 

risks. MCDA is recommended 

QBRA is not needed to help panel 

members weight benefits and 

risks.  

3. Panel members have 

identified criteria linkages? 

QBRA is needed to capture 

effects over time, INHB is 

recommended. Using MCDA 

may lead to double counting of 

related criteria 

QBRA does not need to capture 

effects over time, MCDA may be 

used to capture weights and/or 

assign performance to tests, if 

applicable. 

4. Criteria can be measured 

using a single endpoint? 

INHB measures BRC using 

single endpoint (e.g., cases 

averted or the QALY)  

INHB is recommended for criteria 

that can measured using a single 

endpoint. MCDA is recommended 

for weighting the importance of 

INHB results against remaining 

criteria. 
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Table 4. Factors to consider when choosing among MCDA methods for 

incorporation of expert opinion in decision-making 

 

Considerations MAVT SWING DCE/Conjoint Analysis AHP 

Scoring performance using 

expert consensus39 

Desirable: low cognitive 

burden 

Assumption about 

the absolute 

performance or 

normalized 

performance of test, 

 Assignment of test to a 

pre-specified level of an 

attribute 

Assignment of 

relative 

performance on a 

ratio scale 

The presentation of 

weighting tasks39,59 

Desirable: question is 

formulated intuitively 

Scoring: assigning 

priority to criteria 

proportional to 

possible 

improvements in 

performance 

Choice between two sets 

of multiple criteria, single 

levels of criteria 

Rating of two 

criteria using 

multiple levels (1-

9) of comparative 

preference 

Group maintenance: 

leadership effectiveness45 

Desirable: building 

consensus 

Some  None High 

Gray color indicates MCDA method performs less than desirably 

(MAVT SWING) Multi-Attribute Value Theory using swing weights: Swing weighting is more 

advanced weighting approach in which differences in criteria scales are taken into account. 

Performance of alternatives is referenced to create hypothetical a worst and a best alternative. The 

swings in performance from best to worst inform criteria weights. The criteria with the most 

important improvement from worst to best is scored 100. Remaining criteria are scored, 0<x<100, 

based on the relative importance of its swing. Thus, weights of an otherwise high-priority criterion 
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and a lesser criterion are calibrated, if for example, nominal differences in performance among 

alternatives define the former while large differences are present in the latter. 

(DCE) Discrete Choice Experiments: DCE elicit preferences using hypothetical scenarios but 

rather than rating or ranking, the subject chooses the preferred scenario between two scenarios. 

Conjoint Analysis is a group of techniques that elicits from subjects preferences by formulating 

questions that require subjects to rank or rate hypothetical scenarios (sometimes cross-labeled as 

DCEs). Each scenario is a reasonable combination of attributes that represents a realistic medical 

intervention alternative and differs slightly in the levels of attributes. 

(AHP) Analytic Hierarchy Process: AHP is an elicitation method for preferences in the MCDA 

group of methods. AHP does not provide direct comparison across criteria. Instead criteria are 

grouped into clusters of pairs for pairwise comparison.60 Weights are elicited when criteria are 

compared pairwise using a scale (1-9) and then matrix algebra is employed, via the eigenvector.61 

After criteria are weighted pairwise, each alternative is pairwise weighted within each criteria and 

this matrix is multiplied by criteria weights.  
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FIGURES 

Figure 1. Levels of the QBRA Decision Aid 

 

QBRA: quantitative benefit-risk assessment 

MCDA: multi-criteria decision-analysis 
INHB: incremental net health benefit 

QBRA 
needed

MCDA INHB

QBRA not 
needed

QBRA 
Decision 

Aid

INHB 
+MCDA
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Figure 2. Examples of State-of-Evidence Matrices 

 

Matrix Example 1 TEST1 TEST2 TEST3 TEST4 Recommendations 

BRC1     Removal of BRC1 may minimize 

extent of expert opinion required BRC2     

BRC3     

BRC4     

Matrix Example 2 TEST1 TEST2 TEST3 TEST4  

BRC1     Removal of TEST3 may minimize the 

extent of expert opinion required BRC2     

BRC3     

BRC4     

Matrix Example 3 TEST1 TEST2 TEST3 TEST4  

BRC1     Patterns consistent with a weak 

evidence base BRC2     

BRC3     

BRC4     

Grey cells indicate evidence is missing, contradictory, or unclear; BRC: benefit-risk criterion 
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Figure 3. Sankey Diagram Depicting Relationships among Criteria 
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Figure 4. Decision Aid Flow Chart for QBRA Selection 

 

QBRA methods may 

not be needed

State of evidence 

matrix indicates 

patterns of weak 

evidence?

Panel members 

have identified 

criteria linkages?

Criteria can be 

measured using 

a single 

endpoint?

YES

YES

START
Is the imaging test 

under review being 

compared to

  no action  or 

alternative imaging 

test(s)?

YES

NO

Other alternatives (e.g. 

molecular diagnostics or 

therapeutic interventions) are 

not supported by this decision 

aid

 MCDA 

NO

NO

YES

NO

INHB+MCDA

Comparison of 

individual to 

consensus ratings 

indicates 

disagreement?

NO

YES

INHB
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  QBRA: quantitative benefit-risk assessment 

MCDA: multi-criteria decision-analysis 
INHB: incremental net health benefit 
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APPENDIX 

Consensus selection of relevant benefit-risk criteria 

We propose a belief-based consensus process for selection of relevant benefit-risk criteria 

(BRC). Either the use of a pre-defined list of BRC (presented in Chapter 1 of this 

dissertation) or criteria drawn from a different source can be used. Figure 1 provides an 

illustrative example using the three domains and thirty-six BRC previously presented.  

Step 1: Pairwise Comparisons based on Individual Beliefs  

Individual panel members compare two tests at a time and select the criteria that they 

believe differ between the two tests. This step is repeated until all tests have been 

compared. Panel members vote on criteria that represent differences (for them) between 

tests; selection is not based on magnitude or clinical significance of differences.  

Step 2: Consensus Selection of Relevant Criteria 

A member the panel or staff compiles criteria across all pairwise comparisons. Relevant 

criteria is defined as that meeting a consensus threshold (e.g., 80% of panel members 

voted for criterion) for at least one pairwise comparison. 

Step 3: Group Review of the Aggregated List 

A member of the panel or staff removes redundant criteria across pairwise comparisons to 

create a list of BRC aggregated across all pairwise comparisons. This list is presented to the 

panel. Panel members discuss the list, as a group decide whether the full list or an 

abbreviated list will be used to carry out the benefit-risk assessment. Panel members review 

each BRC to define and come to a shared understanding of the BRC definition. 

Appendix Figure 1: Proposed process for selection of relevant BRC 
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ABSTRACT 

Abstract Word Count: 243 (including headings) 

INTRODUCTION 

Clinical guideline development, such as the American College of Radiology Appropriateness 

Criteria (ACR AC) process, asks experts to evaluate benefits and risks associated with 

imaging tests and to make complex decisions. The Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) 

decomposes complex decisions into structured smaller decisions, incorporates quantitative 

evidence and qualitative expert opinion and promotes structured consensus-building.  

METHODS 

We convened a mock ACR AC panel of Emergency Department radiology and non-radiology 

physicians to evaluate by multi-criteria decision analysis the relative appropriateness of 

imaging tests for diagnosing suspected appendicitis. Panel members selected benefit-risk 

criteria via an online survey and assessed contrast-enhanced computed tomography, 

magnetic resonance imaging and ultrasound using an AHP-based software. Participants 

were asked whether the process was manageable, transparent, and improved shared-

understanding. Priority scores were converted to rankings and compared to the rank order 

of ACR AC ratings. 

RESULTS 

When compared to magnetic resonance and ultrasound imaging, participants agreed with 

the ACR AC that contrast-enhanced computed tomography is the most appropriate test. 

Contrary to the ACR AC ratings, study results suggest that magnetic resonance is preferable 

to ultrasound. When compared to non-radiologists, radiologists’ priority scores reflect a 

stronger preference for computed tomography. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Results suggest that AHP may benefit the ACR AC guideline development process in 

identifying the relative appropriateness of imaging tests. Study participants addressed 

decision-making challenges at nominal expense in time and financial resources. With 

additional development, AHP may be a means for transparent inclusion of expert opinion in 

clinical guideline development. 

INTRODUCTION  

The American College of Radiology (ACR) publishes evidence-based guidelines for 

appropriate use of imaging tests. 1 ACR Appropriateness Criteria (ACR AC) are developed 

and revised every three years by panels composed of 10-16 volunteer ACR-members.2,3 

Panel members rate imaging tests on a scale that ranges from 1-9 (1-3 inappropriate, 4-6, 

equivocal; 7-9, appropriate) using the RAND/UCLA Appropriateness Method.4 The ACR AC 

quantitative ratings represent qualitative reconciliation of benefits and risks into one 

measure that supports the ultimate decision of the panel of radiology experts. For a given 

clinical scenario, referred to as a topic variant, panel members assess the risks of each test 

against the benefits of performing the procedure. Expert opinion fills evidence gaps and 

supplements existing evidence.3 

Decision scientists have shown that individuals struggle with complex decisions involving 

multiple objectives with uncertain trade-offs.5 As the number of alternatives and criteria 

judgments increases, individuals’ decision-making capabilities degrade.6 In this context, we 

have identified that ACR AC expert panel members may face several challenges: 1) rating 

multiple imaging alternatives for any given clinical indication; 2) assignment of importance 

to multiple potential benefits and risks; 3) as volunteers, working with limited financial 

resources and time; 4) decision-making in an environment of high uncertainty with regard 

to benefits and risks across alternatives; and 5) given divergent views, arriving at a single 

metric representing the benefit-risk balance, or appropriateness. While the modified Delphi 
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consensus approach of the RAND/UCLA Appropriateness Method assists panel members with 

reaching consensus, decision support for decomposing complex decisions, individually or in 

groups, is lacking.  

Multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA) methods are one of many benefit-risk assessment 

approaches.7,8 MCDA methods are particularly useful in organizing and weighting of 

multiple, often conflicting, criteria.9 With underpinnings in operations research and decision 

theory, MCDA is now applied broadly in healthcare research.10  

There are several reasons for choosing MCDA to facilitate ACR AC development. First, MCDA 

is well suited to meet the need in diagnostic imaging to merge quantitative, qualitative 

evidence and expert opinion. Second, MCDA assists participants in articulating values, 

applying the values rationally, and documenting the results across alternative strategies. 

Third, the steps in an MCDA are similar to steps taken by ACR AC panels (Figure 1). The 

added structure of MCDA methods promises to improve the efficiency of meetings to the 

extent that the marginal time the MCDA process consumes becomes negligible. Fourth, if 

decision-makers are unsure about their judgments, varying decision-makers’ inputs in order 

to determine whether results are robust across a plausible range of values for one or more 

inputs can be assessed in sensitivity analyses. If decision-makers question criteria selection 

or definitions, the robustness of results to structural uncertainty can be investigated by 

conducting scenario analyses and varying criterion definitions or hierarchy structure. Fifth, 

when a lack of consensus requires additional Delphi consensus rounds, MCDA may offer an 

alternative approach to decomposing the decision problem and building consensus 

piecemeal. Two methods within MCDA—the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) and Multiple 

Attribute Utility (Value) Theory Analysis (MAUT/MAVT)—are designed to facilitate group 

decision-making.11  

While, in theory, MCDA methods appear well-suited for the problems faced by ACR AC, the 

feasibility of using MCDA in ACR AC guideline development has not been previously explored 
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or tested. Using the information gathered for ACR AC deliberations, we sought to explore 

whether MCDA analyses would yield comparable results while adding structure, 

transparency, and efficiency to the process. We selected for the use case an existing ACR 

AC clinical scenario: the diagnosis of lower quadrant pain, suspected appendicitis. In the 

United States, computed tomography (CT) is considered the gold standard for diagnosis of 

the classical presentation of suspected appendicitis in adults.12 Magnetic resonance imaging 

(MRI) is a confirmatory test for equivocal findings by ultrasound or CT. Ultrasound is the 

first-line diagnostic for those most vulnerable to ionizing radiation exposure, children and 

pregnant women.14 However, in campaigns to reduce patient exposure to ionizing radiation, 

some propose expanding this policy to all patients.13,14 In Europe, standard practice is to 

use ultrasound first.15 Further, some propose MRI as an alternative to CT when ultrasound 

findings are equivocal.16 It is unclear which modality has the most favorable benefit-risk 

profile. The objective of this study was to use the AHP approach to assess the relative 

appropriateness of these diagnostic imaging tests in diagnosing suspected appendicitis. 

METHODS 

Selection and definition of clinical use case 

Selection of an ACR AC clinical scenario was limited to four clinical scenarios previously 

studied in the context of benefit-risk determination in clinical guideline development. 

(Chapter 1) An ongoing debate about which modality is best for diagnosing suspected 

appendicitis made this use case the best candidate for investigating relative appropriateness 

using MCDA. We used the existing ACR AC case definition for appendicitis, last updated in 

2013: Lower quadrant pain-suspected appendicitis (NGC-10146) variant 1: A patient arrives 

complaining of lower quadrant pain. Fever, leukocytosis and other signs point to a classic 

case of clinical appendicitis. The ten diagnostic modalities assessed by the ACR AC panel are 

listed on the ACR AC website.17 We abstracted information from the following ACR AC 

supporting documentation: 1) ACR AC narrative written by a panel member serving as the 
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topic author describing the evidence base used in the decision-making process (Appendix 

C); 2) The evidence table of the studies cited in the narrative portion of the ACR AC 

including details of study design, summary of study results, and an evaluation of study 

quality.18 

Selection of MCDA method 

We chose AHP because pairwise comparisons are intuitive and cognitively less burdensome 

than using direct elicitation. We selected among software packages that featured real time 

voting, those that can be used on a participant’s personal device and those that offered an 

affordable academic license. Scoring imaging tests in relative terms, a feature of AHP, also 

obviates the need to assign each imaging test a measure of performance: this is a strong 

advantage when limited evidence is supplemented with expert opinion.  

Mock ACR AC panel participant recruitment 

The recruitment population pool comprised physicians with a clinical specialty in emergency 

medicine, radiologists and non-radiologists, who had participated in a previously conducted, 

related study, and who had expressed interest in participating in the mock ACR AC Panel 

Activity. Participants received an invitation to participate via email letter. This study 

received approval from the University of Washington Institutional Review Board.  

Selection of imaging technologies 

From the ten technologies evaluated in the AC, three were selected for evaluation. With 

guidance from a radiologist (KL), we selected: (1) CT of the abdomen and pelvis with 

contrast (ceCT); (2) ultrasound of the abdomen; and (3) non-contrast MRI. In the US, ceCT 

and ultrasound are used most frequently to diagnose suspected appendicitis although the 

popularity of MRI, as an alternative to ceCT, is increasing.16  
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Pre-meeting survey 

Before convening, participants completed an online survey containing a list of benefit-risk 

criteria specific to diagnostic imaging (Appendix B). Participants selected criteria they 

believed differed across each pair of imaging tests compared, and their votes were 

aggregated. A criterion was included in the analysis if it was selected by more than 75% of 

participants, or 50%, in the event no criteria within the domain reached the 75% selection 

threshold. 

Estimates of effects were abstracted from studies identified in the ACR AC evidence table 

that accompanied the 2013 ACR AC review of the lower right quadrant pain topic. Pooled 

estimates of effects were preferred, if meta-analysis were available. Performance matrices 

were created in which criteria were listed in rows and imaging tests in columns  

(Appendix A). We created a separate performance table to accommodate the large volume 

of results for the criterion missed cases. We also presented positive and negative predictive 

values and numbers needed to diagnose. Criteria with no evidence were identified by blank 

fields. 

Mock ACR AC meeting 

Participants served as mock ACR AC panel members, and met once for three hours. A 

methods expert (MA) moderated the session. Participants reviewed the results of the survey 

and performance matrices, and were given time to discuss included/omitted criteria, 

definitions of criteria, and the structure of the AHP model.  

In the latter half of the meeting, panel members performed the AHP activity using a web-

enabled software package, TransparentChoice (Cheadle, United Kingdom). The voting was 

performed individually, using personal devices, but progression was synchronized and 

controlled by the moderator. Panel members were first presented with criteria in pairwise 

fashion and asked to select the more important criterion based on their preference, and to 
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assign a magnitude of relative priority on a scale from 1-9. Next, within each criterion, 

alternatives were scored using the same pairwise process and scale. The moderator 

reported the spread and geometric mean of the votes. The group was then given a chance 

to discuss and reach consensus. Individual and group votes were recorded.  

The software generates weights of criteria, priority scores, inconsistency ratios, and 

sensitivity analyses. Weights of criteria are reported as local weights, across each level of 

hierarchy; and also as global weights for the lowest tier criteria. Priority scores are reported 

using consensus scores, geometric means of individual scores19, and geometric means, 

stratified by clinical specialty. 

We measured the inconsistency ratio to evaluate whether the assumption of transitivity 

holds across stacked sets of comparisons (e.g., for a given criterion, if test X performs 5-

fold better than tests Y and Z, tests Y and Z should be considered equivalent in future 

comparisons).20 A ratio of zero indicates perfect judgment, and a ratio of one indicates 

judgments akin to random selections. Sensitivity analyses were performed to investigate 

whether changes in criteria weights resulted in rank reversals.21  

 At the end of the session, panel members were provided with the results and answered 

several open-ended questions about their experience. We describe how criteria selections 

and ranks of technologies were similar or different to content of the ACR AC narrative and 

ratings, respectively. 

RESULTS 

Mock ACR AC panel participants 

Nine University of Washington physicians (8 male, 1 female) participated in the online 

survey and mock ACR AC activity. Radiologists (44%) included 1 body imager and 3 

emergency department (ED) radiologists. Non-radiologists (56%) were exclusively ED 

physicians. ED physicians were more experienced (mean=11 years, SD= 6.2) than ED 
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radiologists (mean=3 years, SD=2.5). One participant had previously served on a panel 

similar to the ACR AC.  

Pre-meeting survey: selection of relevant criteria 

All nine mock ACR AC panel members completed the survey and identified one or more 

differences in test-specific features among the three imaging tests under evaluation. Six 

respondents affirmed that differences likely extended to effects on patient management and 

four affirmed these differences extended to patient outcomes (Appendix A). Using the pre-

defined consensus thresholds, seven test-specific features, six patient management, and 

one patient outcome criteria were selected. The finalized AHP hierarchy included two broad 

goals, two sub-goals and nine lower-tier criteria (Figure 2). The goals were: 1) decreasing 

time to diagnosis, and 2) decreasing potential risks to patient. Decreasing time to diagnosis 

was further stratified into a second-level tier: 1) increasing provider utility and 2) 

decreasing burden (time and money) to patient. The panel discussed the clustering of the 

lowest tier criteria denoted in italics (potential risks to patient: missed cases, contrast 

reaction potential, ionizing radiation dose; provider utility: access to test, diagnostic 

accuracy consistency and patient-specific exclusions; and burden to patient: examination 

time, incidental findings management, potential for additional confirmatory testing). Panel 

members defined provider utility as the question, “How useful is this test to me?”  

Comparison of mock panel criteria selection to the ACR AC considerations 

Participants’ selection of benefit-risk criteria was similar to key words abstracted from the 

ACR AC narrative with a few exceptions. Participants did not select the criterion contribution 

of information to prognosis, but in the ACR AC narrative, CT was identified as superior to 

ultrasound in identification of complications. Negative appendectomies, were mentioned in 

the ACR AC narrative. When compared to clinical diagnosis, CT was associated with lower 

negative appendectomy rates. ACR AC narrative did not provide estimates of negative 
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appendectomy rates comparing ultrasound or MRI to clinical diagnosis. Mock ACR AC panel 

participants did not select the net unnecessary treatment criterion. 

The data presented in the performance matrices also differed from the data presented in the 

narrative (Appendix A). First, the data were presented in a matrix, not in narrative form. In 

order to normalize data across studies, we provided positive and negative predictive values 

and numbers needed to diagnose to participants. Mock panel participants also reviewed 

results from two additional meta-analyses published before 2012 but that were not included 

in the ACR AC evidence table.  

AHP voting results 

Criteria Weights 

Criteria weights for each tier of the hierarchy are provided in Figure 3. Panel members 

judged Goals 1 and 2 to be equally important. Within Goal 1, provider utility was judged 

more important than burden to patient (by roughly 3-fold). Within each sub-goal, 

minimizing potential risks to patient and burden (time and money) to patient, maximizing 

provider utility and participants weighted highest missed cases, additional confirmatory 

testing and diagnostic accuracy consistency, respectively. Radiologists placed heavier weight 

on the sub-goal provider utility of test, comprising patient specific exclusions, diagnostic 

accuracy consistency and access to test, than non-radiologists. When compared to 

radiologists, non-radiologists weighted highly, the criteria belonging to the minimizing 

potential risks to patients goals, comprising ionizing radiation dose, missed cases and 

contrast reaction potential.  

Imaging Test Priority Scores 

We present the AHP consensus and geometric mean priority scores of the group as well as 

the geometric mean scores stratified by clinical specialty in Figure 4. The consensus scores 

were used as the reference case in which ceCT (0.79) scored higher than non-contrast MRI 
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(0.71) and ultrasound (0.43). Results suggest that MRI is preferable to ultrasound by a 

greater proportion than ceCT is preferable to MRI. Although the geometric mean results 

were similar to consensus results, the differences between scores given CT and the other 

tests grew larger and smaller, between MRI and ultrasound (data not shown). Radiologists’ 

priority scores reflect a stronger preference for ceCT, than non-radiologists (0.85 vs. 0.76, 

respectively) while non-radiologists scored MRI higher than radiologists (0.75 vs. 0.58, 

respectively). Across lower-tier criteria ceCT outperformed MRI in time to diagnosis while 

MRI scored slightly higher in decreasing potential risks to the patient. Ultrasound was 

superior in minimizing incidental findings and patient specific exclusions (Table 1).  

Inconsistency Check and Sensitivity Analyses 

For all but one criterion, examination time (0.13), the inconsistency ratio was below 0.1, 

indicating consistent voting behavior. Notably, lower inconsistency ratios in the geometric 

means group results indicate that movement toward consensus may have resulted in loss of 

consistency (data not shown). When stratified, the inconsistency ratio of this criterion 

dropped but was higher for non-radiologists (0.1) than radiologists (0.08). One-way 

variations in weights for higher and lower-tiered criteria revealed that ceCT and MRI reverse 

ranks (e.g., if the weight of the goal, decrease time to diagnosis, drops from 0.5 to 0.22 or 

less, MRI ranks first). There are no scenarios in which changes in criteria weights results in 

ultrasound ranking first.  

Panel experience 

We collected qualitative information during and after the mock panel activity. During the 

voting we observed that although the data that participants reviewed suggested MRI 

diagnostic accuracy is similar to ceCT (NND 1.06 and 1.07 compared to 1.10 and 1.14, 

respectively in Appendix A), participants scored MRI far lower in decreasing missed cases 

than ceCT (Table 1). During voting, a radiologist commented that the evidence suggested 
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very little difference in patient outcomes attributable to differences in sensitivities among 

tests. Based on this observation, we reviewed the pre-meeting survey results. Of note, only 

four of the nine survey participants answered that patient outcomes are likely to differ 

across diagnostic tests. Among those responders, the criterion, length and quality of life 

received zero votes and criterion radiation-induced cancers received one vote when ceCT 

was compared to ultrasound and to MRI (Appendix A). 

Panel members unanimously agreed that weights assigned to criteria accurately represented 

their preferences and that the rankings of tests matched their expectations. Of note, the 

participants all agreed that the process helped them understand their values and priorities 

as well as how they may differ from others’. Participants referred to the experience of 

learning others’ priorities as “eye-opening”. Participants reported that this was an efficient 

way to treat the specifics of each modality separately. The participants liked the 

transparency and the iterative nature of the voting process.  

DISCUSSION 

Groups like the ACR AC panels face great decision complexity in developing practice 

guidelines for use in diagnostic radiology. MCDA methods have been developed to 

decompose complex decision problems. This study explored the use of AHP in judging 

appropriateness of three imaging tests for the diagnosis of classical presentation of 

suspected appendicitis. 

The mock ACR AC panel members prioritized imaging tests differently than the ACR AC 

panel but these differences were minimal when converted to rankings. These differences 

may be linked to differences in selection of criteria between the ACR AC panel and the study 

participants. Participants selected BRC, access to test, which by policy, is excluded in ACR 

AC deliberations. MRI would have scored higher than ceCT had these considerations not 

borne weight in the analysis. These inconsistencies call into question what ought to be 
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considered when creating national guidelines and whether a panel of experts can reliably 

comply with those requirements. The appearance of the term “lesser clinical availability” in 

ACR AC summary of MRI evidence suggests that despite policy, these considerations played 

a role in ACR AC ratings. 

Comparing ACR AC ratings to AHP results, study participants expressed lower confidence in 

ultrasound and higher confidence in MRI. Participants considered the probability that a ceCT 

is used, after an indeterminate ultrasound result to be a bigger burden to a patient than the 

marginal time and money costs of ceCT alone. Participants’ judgments revealed an aversion 

to using multiple tests, in contradiction to the recent calls to use ultrasound as a primary 

test and reserve CT for equivocal ultrasound results.22  

Although interpretation is limited by small sample sizes, stratified results suggest some 

differences between the rankings of radiologists and non-radiologists. These differences are 

attenuated by observed changes in individual votes during discussion. The observed 

reaction from both clinical specialties, with regard to the divergence in perspectives, 

suggests that guideline development relying predominantly on decision-makers with a 

primary training in radiology may be excluding considerations and preferences salient to 

non-radiologists using the guidelines. More research into the optimal composition for multi-

disciplinary representation in guideline development is needed.  

We noted in our group of study participants that expert opinion diverged from the body of 

evidence, possibly due to uncertainty. The criterion missed cases was supported by source 

data but not equally across imaging tests. Most participants reported that their experience 

with MRI in suspected appendicitis was limited. In turn, although the available evidence 

suggested little difference in missed cases between MRI and ceCT, participants scored ceCT 

much higher. Future research should consider implementing a process for showing explicitly 

when judgment overrides evidence and for what reason. If this reason is uncertainty in the 
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evidence base, more advanced analysis may be needed, such as probabilistic sensitivity 

analyses using group scores as distributions or fuzzy set theory.23-25  

There were several limitations to our study. The first relates to our study population. There 

were notable differences between mock panel participants and the typical ACR AC panel. 

The mock panel members were fewer in number (n=9) than the range represented in ACR 

AC (i.e., 10 to 16) and represented radiologists and non-radiologists from one institution—

University of Washington. All were well-acquainted and self-reported a positive rapport with 

their colleagues.  

A related limitation is the exclusion of patient stakeholders. Although participants weighted 

criteria relevant to patients, patients did not serve as panel members. However, the 

hierarchical structure of AHP allows for separate groups of stakeholders to submit votes 

relevant to their preferences. Thus, it would be possible to involve patients in a post-hoc 

analysis.26 In future reviews of this clinical scenario, patients could be asked to make trade-

offs among incidental findings, additional confirmatory testing and examination time, missed 

cases, contrast reaction potential, and ionizing radiation dose. 

Our comparisons of the ACR AC process to the study protocol are limited by a lack of 

experimental controls. We could not test the feasibility and experiences associated with 

following the ACR AC rating process in this study population. Conversely, the authors of the 

ACR AC ratings did not participate in this AHP analysis. Additionally, we could not run 

several AHP analyses to evaluated effects of changing structural components of the AHP 

model. The choice of AHP model structure has significant influence over how criteria are 

weighted, and changes in selection of criteria and structure are likely to influence results. 

The first structural component is the consensus threshold for selection of model criteria. 

Shifts in the consensus threshold result in changes to the composition of criteria, and 

subsequently a different model. The second component is deciding whether to have 

hierarchical or non-hierarchical weights. In order to reduce the number of comparisons, 
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hierarchies were created despite the criticism that hierarchical weights are ‘steeper’, that is, 

have higher weight ratios.27 This highlights that MCDA approaches are vulnerable to 

manipulation, whether in biased selection of criteria, structuring of the model, or omission 

or inaccurate reporting of performance.28 However, on the positive side, AHP leaves a 

traceable path for identification of possible manipulations and for transparent post-hoc 

modification of decision elements.  

Our study is an early example of how AHP can be used to facilitate decision-making in 

diagnostic radiology. In screening, Hilgerink et al. used AHP to demonstrate the value of an 

emerging screening test for breast cancer, photoacoustic mammoscope.29 Maruther et al. 

have shown successful use of AHP in comparing add-on therapies to metformin in diabetes 

medical decision-making.30 The mock panel participants found AHP helpful in understanding 

each other’s views and reaching consensus. However, differences between geometric mean 

and consensus priority scores suggest the group could not meet “in the middle” every time. 

The mock panel reached similar conclusions to the ACR AC about the relative 

appropriateness of three imaging tests for diagnosis of suspected appendicitis. The results 

of this study suggest that it is both feasible and potentially very helpful to include 

quantitative benefit-risk assessment, specifically MCDA methodology, in the ACR AC 

guideline development process. By performing AHP, ACR AC panel members may address 

decision-making challenges at no or nominal expense in time and financial resources. As a 

result, priorities behind the appropriateness ratings become more transparent. Further 

development is needed to increase the transparency of the contribution of expert judgment 

to MCDA and in order to understand whether or when quantitative benefit-risk assessment 

is helpful across the spectrum of decision-complexity found in diagnostic radiology. 
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TABLES 

 

 

Table 1. Priority scores by goal and criterion 

 

 

 

  

Goals Criteria Ultrasound MRI ceCT

Relative 

performance 

(US, MRI, ceCT)

Goal 1 Minimize time to diagnosis 0.1859 0.3493 0.4629

Goal 1a Maximize provider utility 0.1364 0.2702 0.3659

Increase diagnostic accuracy consistency 0.0576 0.2304 0.2304

Maximize access to test 0.0349 0.0121 0.1006

Minimize patient-specific exclusions 0.0440 0.0277 0.0349

Goal 1b Decrease burden to patient 0.0494 0.0791 0.0970

Minimize potential for additional confirmatory testing 0.0107 0.0679 0.0714

Minimize incidental findings management 0.0357 0.0083 0.0077

Minimize examination time 0.0030 0.0030 0.0179

Goal 2 Minimize potential harms to patient 0.2454 0.3574 0.3231

Missed cases 0.0454 0.1651 0.3000

Minimize ionizing radiation dose 0.1000 0.0961 0.0116

Minimize contrast reaction potential 0.1000 0.0961 0.0116

Relative performance, by goal, sub-goal, and criteria, is depicted in the far right column in the order: 

ultrasound, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), contrast-enhanced computed tomography (ceCT). Dark grey 

bars distinguish the highest scoring technology. 
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FIGURES 

Figure 1. Steps of the Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA) and the American 

College of Radiology Appropriateness Criteria (ACR AC) processes 
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Figure 2. Analytic Hierarchy Model Hierarchy 

 

 

 

Diamond black shape indicates the decision problem. White boxes denote goals (first level of hierarchy), sub-

goals (second level of hierarchy) and criteria (lowest tier criteria). Square grey boxes denote imaging tests under 

evaluation.  
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Figure 3. Criteria weights of the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) model 
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Figure 4. Priority Scores by Group 
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APPENDIX A. TABLES  

Table 1. Pre-meeting survey benefit-risk criteria selections 

Criteria Votes (Counts)  

 

ceCT vs. 

MRI 

ultrasound vs. 

MRI 

 ceCT vs. 

ultrasound Max vote 

Test Specific Features* 9 9 9 9 

ionizing radiation dose 8 9 0 9 

number of missed cases 8 1 6 8 

contrast reaction potential 8 6 0 8 

the number/extent of patient 

exclusions 4 8 7 8 

examination time 4 8 7 8 

diagnostic accuracy consistency 7 2 7 7 

Patient management likely to differ? ⱡ 6 6 6 6 

access to test 1 4 6 6 

potential for confirmatory testing 5 1 5 5 

potential for incidental findings 5 2 5 5 

time to diagnosis 2 4 4 4 

time to discharge 4 3 3 4 

provider utility 4 3 3 4 

Patient outcomes likely to differ? ⱡ 4 3 4 4 

burden to patient 3 3 4 4 

*>75% consensus needed, to be included as relevant criteria 

ⱡ >50% consensus needed, to be included as relevant criteria  
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Table 2. Performance matrix for missed cases criterion presented to participants 
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Table 3. Performance matrix of remaining criteria presented to participants 
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APPENDIX B. SUPPLEMENTARY FILE 
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Survey presented to participants in preparation for the mock ACR AC MCDA activity 

APPENDIX C. SUPPLEMENTARY FILE 

CTc: Contrast-enhanced computed tomography; U/S: ultrasound; MRI: magnetic resonance imaging 
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ACR-AC Narrative 
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